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Meeting in a pub, a cafe or a restaurant, Emma Hart asked people about car crashes they had been 
in.  If  they used objects in front of  them to describe the crash, she took a photograph. The resulting 
work, Car Crash, records these re-enactments which transform the tabletop into a series of  carefully 
choreographed scenes.   The landscapes of  cutlery, condiments and personal items become a 
collection of  still lives, cradling the violence and chaos of  road traffic collisions. 

Presented as digital prints for the first time at Gallery Lejeune, Car Crash blurs the found and the 
made and forcefully combines ordinary objects with extraordinary events. Setting out to close the 
gap between representation and experience and re-discover the ‘real’, the images produced propel 
the viewer beyond that of  a passive observer and force a situation that needs to be scrutinised, 
ripped open to reveal the physicality, emotion and trauma that photographs might ordinarily screen 
off. 

Elsewhere in the space, ceramics provide a different way to work behind images and expose raw 
feeling.  In the works white fists extend, bodiless, directly from the wall, they form hugging, bracing 
and crying gestures.  Close to human scale, these arms appear as squeezed out tubes, deflated, over-
worked and exhausted. Fraught and emotionally frozen, they physically exhibit an inner trauma and 
once again attempt, in the artists words,  “to get the insides onto the outside… to offer a situation 
where outward appearances are eaten away by inner doubts.” 
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Notes  

About Emma Hart  

Emma Hart lives and works in London.  

Recent solo exhibitions include: big MOUTH, Grand Union, Birmingham (2015); Sticky, Austrian 
Cultural Forum, London (2015); Spread, Art Exchange (2015); Giving It All That, Folkestone 
Triennial (2014); Dirty Looks, Camden Arts Centre (2013); M20 Death Drives, Whitstable Biennale, 
Whitstable (2012); TO DO, Matt’s Gallery, London; Word Processor, Stanley Picker Gallery, 
London (2012).  

Recent group exhibitions include: SUCKERZ, L'etrangere, London (2015) a joint show with 
Jonathan Baldock; Only the Lonely, La Galerie CAC Noisy Le Sec, France (2015);  Dear 
Luxembourg, Nosbaum Reding, Luxembourg (2015); Hey I'm Mr.Poetic, Wysing Arts Centre 
(2014); Bloody English, OHWOW Gallery, Los Angeles (2013); The World Turned Upside Down, 
Mead Gallery, Coventry (2013).  Hart was shortlisted for The Jarman Awards 2013, and awarded a 
Random Acts commission.  

In 2012 she was shortlisted for the Jerwood / Film and Video Umbrella Awards: Tomorrow Never 
Knows, with an exhibition at Jerwood Space, London. Hart was resident at Camden Arts Centre 
with her Question Department in 2009 and for The Forest residency at Wysing Arts Centre in 2012. 
She received an MA in Fine Art from the Slade in 2004 and completed her PhD in Fine Art at 
Kingston University in 2013. Hart is a lecturer on BA Fine Art at Central Saint Martins.   

In 2015 she was awarded a Paul Hamlyn Foundation award for Visual Art and is shortlisted for the 
Max Mara Art Prize for Women 2016.  

About Gallery Lejeune  
Gallery Lejeune is an exhibition programme that explores ways in which context-based, 
performative and ephemeral work can be archived and collected. 

Based in the flat of  curator Rose Lejeune, each exhibition is built around a series of events such as 
dinners, performances, and talks.  These programmes create a context from which to discuss notions 
of  value and legacy in relation to ephemerality and permanence. 

Gallery Lejeune is run in tandem with Collecting the Ephemeral, a commissioning and research project, 
also initiated by Rose. Running from autumn 2015 until 2017, a series of  new commissions are 
being developed for existing collections - each allowing an artist to explore a collection as a site of  
inspiration and context for making as well as a destination for their work.   

The programme works with public, pedagogical and private collectors as a springboard to explore 
how it is possible to collect through commissioning live, ephemeral and process-based work. 

Gallery Lejeune is located in London, SE22 - close to East Dulwich and Peckham Rye train stations. 
The exhibition is open by appointment only - please email gallerylejeune@gmail.com  to arrange a 
visit and address details will be given on request.  

www.gallerylejeune.com
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